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ABSTRACT We used multi-locus sequence typing to document the introduction of a novel 
genotype (strain) of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae into a free-ranging bighorn sheep population. 
Despite preexisting serologic antibodies and asymptomatic carriage of M. ovipneumoniae in this 
population, introduction of the new strain was accompanied by adult morbidity (100%) and 
pneumonia-induced mortality (33%) within the range observed in epizootics following exposure 
of naïve bighorn sheep.  During the outbreak the new strain replaced the original strain in the 
population.  To understand the broader context surrounding this strain introduction, we conducted 
a retrospective analysis of M. ovipneumoniae strains in 123 lung and upper respiratory tract 
samples from 14 interconnected populations within the region over nearly 2 decades.  We 
identified 5 distinct genotypes of M. ovipneumoniae associated with all-age disease outbreaks 
between 1986 and 2014: a pattern consistent with spillover events from reservoir hosts.  Some 
strains persisted and spread across populations, whereas others apparently faded out or were 
replaced.  We use phylogenetic analysis to show that the strain associated with this outbreak was 
likely of domestic goat origin, whereas strains from other recent disease outbreaks in this 
metapopulation probably originated in domestic sheep.  Lack of cross-strain immunity may 
account for a significant proportion of the disease outbreaks in bighorn sheep that continue to occur 
regularly despite over a century of exposure to pathogens carried by domestic sheep and goats. 
Enhanced efforts are indicated to avoid introducing new strains of M. ovipneumoniae into wild 
sheep populations, even if they have previously been exposed. 
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